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AIM: - To study the Block Diagram and working principle of colour T.V & to measure Test
Point Voltages and observe Waveforms for different sections of colour T.V.
APPARATUS:1. CRT T.V Kit
2. Digital Multi-meter
3. CRO
4. Pattern generator
THEORY:The main function of a Colour T.V. receiver are as follows : 1. To select the signals of the channel and to amplify these and convert them into IF
Signals.
2. To amplify the video and sound IF Signals, to demodulate the video IF Signals to
obtain the composite Video Signal, to mix the two IF signals to obtain the intercarrier sound IF Signal and to preamplifier
3. To separate the combined luminance (Y) and chroma signals from the video IF
Signals and amplify it.
4. To separate the luminance (Y) and chroma i.e. U & V (R-Y and B-Y) Signals from
the combined video Signal.
5. To regenerate sub-carrier signal with phase locking with the sub-carrier burst.
6. To decode the chrome signal to obtain the modulated U and V signals and to
demodulate them with the Help of regenerated reference carrier.
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7. To combine the Y, U and V signals (Matrixing) to obtain the colour i.e R, G and B
signals.
8. Amplify them and to give them to the respective cathodes of the colour picture which
reproduces these As colour picture with the help of horizontal and vertical sweeps.
9. To produce horizontal and vertical sweeps synchronized with the respective sync
signals and to give them to the respective deflection coil for producing the sweep.
10. To separate the sound IF signal, to amplify, limit and demodulate them, and to give
them to the Loudspeaker at sufficient amplitude.
11. To provide power at suitable D.C. voltages for operating various stages, providing
supply to various Electrodes of picture tube and for heating its cathode.
12. To provide infrared remote control operations. These functions are performed by
various stages of the T.V. Receiver,
The signal received at the antenna is given to the tuner through the balun. The Tuner,
which consists of two stages -RF amplifier and converter, partly selects the signal of the
desired channel, amplifies it and converts it in to I.F. signals. The R.F. Amplifier amplifies
the signals with the addition of a little noise as possible and gives them to the Mixer. The
gain of this stage is controlled by A.G.C.
The Converter consists of two stages:
1. Local Oscillator.
2. Mixer.
The Converter changes the frequency of the incoming signals in to the I.F. The Local
Oscillator produces oscillations at a frequency, which is higher than the picture carrier
frequency by 38.9 MHz (Which is the video I.F.). The mixer mixes the incoming signals and
the oscillations. This results in the production of the video I.F. (38.9 MHz) and sound I.F.
(33.4 MHz). If the frequency of the local oscillator drifts resulting in shift in the IF’s this
arrangement automatic corrects the oscillator frequency thus automatically correcting the
fine-tuning.
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BLOCK DIAGRAM:-

Fig .1
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OBSERVATION:To measure the different test point voltages and observe waveforms:
Sr.No

Test Point

Observation

1

T1

Audio Signal

2

T2

V1 for YOKE

3

T3

V2 for YOKE

4

T4

Blue Signal

5

T5

Band – 1V - L

6

T6

Band – 2V - H

7

T7

Green Signal

8

T8

Red Signal

9

T9

Key Signal

10

T10

11

T11

Tuning Voltage 0 – 30V DC

12

T12

AV/Audio Signal-L

13

T13

AV/Audio Signal-R

14

T14

AV/Video Signal

15

T15

H1 Yoke

16

T16

H2 Yoke

17

T17

+180 v video Amplifier

18

T18

Composite video signal

19

T19

Vertical IC Supply

20

T20

+110 DC Volt

21

T21

+5v Dc Volt

22

T22

SIF Signal

23

T23

+8V CRT

24

T24

GND

CONCLUSION:-

IR Signal (Remote)
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AIM :- To study the Block Diagram and working principle of colour T.V & to Alignment
and fault finding for colour TV using Wobbuloscope and pattern

Generator.

APPARATUS:1. CRT T.V Kit
2. Digital Multimeter
3. CRO
4. Pattern generator
PROCEDURE: 1. Normally all slide switches (Which are known as fault switches) are kept at down
side.
2. Any fault can be created by sliding switch towards upside.
3. Different faults are given as under.
THEORY:(1) Tuner: - The signal received at the antenna are given to the tuner through the balun. The
Tuner, which consists of two stages -RF amplifier and converter, partly selects the signal of
the desired channel, amplifies it and converts it in to I.F. signals. The R.F. Amplifier
amplifies the signals with the addition of a little noise as possible and gives them to the
Mixer. The gain of this stage is controlled by A.G.C.
The Converter consists of two stages:
1. Local Oscillator.
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2. Mixer.
The Converter changes the frequency of the incoming signals in to the I.F. The Local
Oscillator produces oscillations at a frequency, which is higher than the picture carrier
frequency by 38.9 MHz (Which is the video I.F.). The mixer mixes the incoming signals and
the oscillations. This results in the production of the video I.F. (38.9 MHz) and sound I.F.
(33.4 MHz). If the frequency of the local oscillator drifts resulting in shift in the IF’s this
arrangement automatic corrects the oscillator frequency thus automatically correcting the
fine-tuning
(2) Video I.F. (V.I.F.) Section: This section consists of two stages:
1. Preamplifier: The preamplifier consists of IC SL 1430, and
2. Main Amplifier: The main Amplifier is based on IC TDA 3541A.

This Section performs following functions: 1. Suppressing the signals of adjacent channels and reducing the level of self-sound
signals.
2. Amplification of VIF (38.9 MHz) and SIF (33.4MHz) signals.
3. Detection of VIF signals to obtain the composite video signal (C.V.D.).
4. Mixing of video IF and sound IF Signals to obtain the inter-carrier sound IF signal
(5.5MHz)
5. Producing AGC Voltage and controlling the gain of VIF amplifier.
6. Producing delayed AGC Voltage for the tuner.
7. Generating AFT Voltage for automatic fine-tuning.
(3) Sound IF section (S.I.F.): The intercarrier SIF (5.5MHz) is given to the sound section based on IC CA1190, which
contains two sub-sections SIF detection and Sound output amplifier. The SIF signal, which is
frequency modulated is amplified, limited and detected. The detected audio signal is
amplified by output amplifier to drive the loudspeaker.
(4A) Chroma section/Colour Decoder Section (CD): This section consists of two sub-sections: 1. Video buffer amplifier
2. Chroma Section.
(A) Video Buffer Amplifier: -
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The CVD signal obtained from VIF section is given to video buffer amplifier which amplifies
this signal which consists of luminance signal-Y, Chroma signals R-Y and B-Y, horizontal
sync signal, vertical sync signal and the colour sub-carrier burst (colour sync) signal. This
stage consists of one transistor. The amplified CVD signal by video buffer section is given to
the (i) Chroma section IC TDA 3561A and (ii) Sync Separator in IC TDA 1940 F (Horizontal
section).
(B) Chroma Section: Chroma Section is the most important section in a Colour T.V.
Receiver. It extracts the colour signals from the modulated and coded chroma signal and
gives them to the R, G, B Video amplifier output stages.
These functions are performed by a number of stages/sub-sections in the chroma section as
explained below.
The block diagram of chroma section is shown in fig. It is explained as below.
1. Chroma Amplifier: This sub-section includes a band pass filter to pass the chroma signals and two amplifiers. It
amplifies the Chroma signals, which consists of the quadrature modulated U & V signals.
The gain of second chrome amplifier is controlled by the colour control. Also the output of
colour killer section is given to the 2nd Chroma amplifier to reduce its gain to zero during
monochrome (B/W) reception.
2. Chroma Delay Line Decoder: The U & V signals are transmitted on a single sub-carrier. This is known as quadrature
modulation. The function of chroma Delay-line decoder is to separate the modulated U & V
components from the quadrate modulated signals. This decoder utilizes a chroma delay line
for separating the modulated U & V Components. It also electronically average the U & V
components of successive lines thus removing phase Distortions, which may take place on
long transmission paths.
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Block diagram of Chroma Section:-

Fig.1
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OBSERVATION:To find the fault for different switches of colour TV.
Sr.No

Switch

Fault

1

F1

H Line

2

F2

V Line

3

F3

Red Signal Cut

4

F4

Green Signal Cut

5

F5

Blue Signal Cut

6

F6

Operating panel not working

7

F7

IR Signal not working

8

F8

Audio Supply Cut

9

F9

Band 1-V-L

10

F10

Band 2-V-H

11

F11

N6 Picture

12

F12

AV Audio Signal-R

13

F13

AV Audio Signal-L

14

F14

AV Video Signal

15

F15

Audio Cut

16

F16

+180VCut(Retrace Line)

17

F17

Vertical IC Supply Cut

18

F18

+110V Cut (EHT Supply)

19

F19

CONCLUSION:-

Tuner Supply Cut
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AIM : - To study the DTH Receiver and verify faults & to observe voltages and waveforms
of different test points.
APPARATUS: 1. Set top box kit
2. TV set
3. DMM
4. CRO
THEORY:
DIRECT-TO-HOME (DTH) / DIRECT BROADCAST SATELLITE (DBS):
DBS is a one-way TV broadcast service from a communications satellite to a small round
or oval dish antenna no larger than 20” in diameter. Using a highly compressed digital signal
in the 11-15GHz Ku-band, DBS offers every household in the country a service similar to
cable TV. Prior to DBS, costly equipment and very large dishes were required, and tuning
stations was complicated because content was available on multiple satellites. DirecTV and
USSB
Although DBS service existed in other countries, the first DBS in the U.S. was launched
in 1994 by Hughes Electronics (DIRECTV) and Hubbard Broadcasting (USSB). DIRECTV
and USSB were offered in 1994 using the DSS standard with equipment made by RCA and
other manufacturers.
PrimeStar and EchoStar:
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Soon after, PrimeStar introduced a DBS service that included installation of its own
equipment that was leased with the content. In 1995, EchoStar launched its first satellite and
offers the Digital Sky Highway (DISH) network.
USSB and Primestar Became DIRECTV:
Hughes acquired USSB and Primestar in 1998 and 1999, respectively and officially
renamed its satellite fleet DIRECTV. In 2003, a proposed merger between DIRECTV and
EchoStar never came to fruition. Direct broadcast satellite (DBS) is a term used to refer to
satellite television broadcasts intended for homereception, also referred to as direct-to-home
signals. It covers both analog and digital television and radioreception, and is often extended
to other services provided by modern digital television systems, including video-on-demand
and interactive features. A “DBS service” usually refers to either a commercial service, or a
group of free channels available from one orbital position targeting one country.
The Satellite TV :Satellite television transmitting broadcast signals from satellites orbiting the Earth. Since
satellites are high in the sky, there are a lot more customers in the line of site. Satellite
television systems transmit and receive radio signals using specialized antennas called
satellitedishes. Satellites are higher in the sky than TV antennas, so they have a much larger
“line of sight” range. The television satellites are all in geo-synchronous orbit, meaning that
they stay in one place in the sky relative to the Earth. Each satellite is launched into space at
about 7,000 mph (11,000 kph), reachingapproximately 22,200 miles (35,700 km) above the
Earth. At this speed and altitude, the satellite will revolve around the planet once every 24
hours – the same period of time it takes the Earth to make one full rotation. In other words,
the satellite keeps pace with our moving planet exactly. This way, you only have to direct the
dish at the satellite once, and from then on it picks up the signal without adjustment, at least
when everything works right.
The System and Components :Early satellite TV viewers were explorers of sorts. They used their expensive dishes to
discover uniqueprogramming that wasn’t necessarily intended for mass audiences. The dish
and receiving equipment gave viewers the tools to pick up foreign stations, live feeds
between different broadcast stations, NASA activitiesand a lot of other stuff transmitted using
satellites.Some satellite owners still seek out this sort of programming on their own, but
today, most satellite Tvcustomers get their programming through a direct broadcast satellite
(DBS) provider, such as DirecTV or theDish Network. The provider selects programs and
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broadcasts them to subscribers as a set package. Basically,the provider’s goal is to bring
dozens or even hundreds of channels to your television in a form thatapproximates the
competition, cable TV. Unlike earlier programming, the provider’sbroadcast is completely
digital, which means it has much better picture and sound quality . Early satellite television
was broadcast in C-band radio – radio in the 3.4-gigahertz (GHz) to 7-GHz frequency range.
Digital broadcast satellite transmits programming in the Ku frequency range (12 GHz to 14
GHz ).

The Dish and the Receiver
A satellite dish is just a special kind of antenna designed to focus on a specific broadcast
source. The standard dish consists of a parabolic (bowl-shaped) surface and a central feed
horn. To transmit a signal, a controller sends it through the horn, and the dish focuses the
signal into a relatively narrow beam.
DISH ANTENNA RECEIVER:Dish antenna and LNB (Low Noise Band Converter) section
A satellite antenna intercepts the extremely weak microwave transmission signal from a
targeted satelliteand reflects the signals to its focal point, where the feed horn is placed. The
feed horn collects microwavesignals reflected from the antenna surface and ignores noise and
other signals coming from off-axisdirections. Then LNB amplifies the signal received
through feed horn and converts its frequency from 11.7 to12.2 GHz to 1.450 to 0.950 GHz.
Thus it down converts frequency. It also converts microwave signals intoelectrical signals.
Tuner section: The down converted signal from LNB is given to Tuner of Receiver amplifier
through co-axial low loss cable.The received signal is amplified by the R.F. Amplifier and
further converted in the mixer amplifier stage to yield the intermediate picture and sound I.F.
signals by heterodyning with local Oscillator frequency. Tuner also incorporates Video IF
amplifier and detector. The output of Tuner is the MPEG Baseband signal, which consists of
Video signal and Sound signal in compressed form.
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Fig.1
MPEG decoder:The output of DTH Tuner, the MPEG Baseband signal, is applied to MPEG decoder
consisting of ICMB86H25 which encodes audio and Video signal.
Video amplifier:The base band signal is applied to video amplifier consisting of IC NE562. This section
amplifies Video signal and final amplified signal is given to the R.F. modulator and Video
Out Socket.
Sound IF and audio amplifier:The base band signal is applied to sound IF and Audio amplifier subsystem IC NE564. This
I.C. amplifiesand detect the sound I.F. Then IC 741 is used for further amplification of
obtained audio. The final amplified signal is given to the R.F. modulator and Audio Out
Socket.
R.F. Modulator section:This section is based on IC 1374 or 1473. It modulates Audio and Video signals obtained
from abovesections and concerts into R.F signal for Channel-2. This R.F. output is then
connected to the antenna input ofT.V. receiver.
Power supply section:R.P.S. stage provides the different DC voltages required for various stages of receiver viz.
+3.3V, +5.0V,+12V, +22V and +30V.
Block Diagram of digital receiver :-
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Fig.2
The video encoder typically contains 4 or more DACs which run at video rates & quality.
This infers 8 bitvideo DAC's (not cheap). 3 are needed for RGB; another is needed for
composite video out (PAL or SECAM). Some use 10 bit DAC's & the difference may be
visible by viewing sharp transitions like black to white -hint : have a look at the On Screen
Display if you want to try to spot this effect. I have not included the conditional access
module for simplicity.
A QPSK demodulator/ADC/Viterbi decoder can easily cost around $7-$13 in
manufacturers volumes. The MPEG transport demultiplexer & decoders cost even more! I
haven't included the CPU & memory (usually around 1-3Meg. is needed & some of this may
be fast, expensive SRAM). Perhaps you can now see why the digital receivers cost a lot more
than the analogue ones. It's worth noting that on Astra, a Network Information Table (NIT) is
transmitted every 10 seconds on every DVB/mpeg transponder. The information sent
includes the FEC, S/R, frequencies etc.
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Observation:
1. To verify faults:Sr
.No

Switch

Fault

1

F1

NO or BAD Signal
(+24V DC cut)

2

F2

Operating Key not working

Remark

(+5VCut)
3

F3

No Signal (Video Cut)

4

F4

IR Cut (Remote not Working)

5

F5

Audio Cut

2. To measure the voltage and observe waveforms of different test points :Sr.No

Test point

observation

1

T1

Ground

2

T2

+3.3 V DC

3

T3

+5 V DC

4

T4

+12 V DC

5

T5

+22 V DC

6

T6

+30 V DC

7

T7

Audio Output Waveform

8

T8

Video output Waveform

9

T9

Remote signal

10

T10

Key signal
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Waveforms:-

Audio Output
At test point T8:-

Video output
At test point T10:-

Key Signal

CONCLUSION :-
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AIM: To study Wi-Fi TV system and verify faults & to observe voltages and waveforms of
different test points.
APPARATUS: 1. Wi-Fi kit
2. TV set
3. DMM
4. CRO
THEORY
WiFi Technology is a proficient used by mobiles, workplaces, home and computer
systems all around the world. WiFi Technology is a spectrum radio technology and OFDM
radio technology therefore it is an alternate of wireless LAN'. WiFi Technology based on the
IEEE 802.11and WiFi Technology Alliance so we can say that it is a synonym of IEEE
802.11. WiFi Technology is executing by remote supervising structure like as security and
medicine. Newest entrenched wireless fidelity representations are outfitted by real time
operating systems that allow communication by means of serial ports so we can say that WiFi
Technology is a standard of communication among wireless devices and computers all over
the world
The world's leading WiFi Technology network is simply a name of freedom which
permits you to connect your computer with any device as PDA without any expense of wires.
There are a number of products existing now which enable to attach with WiFi Technology
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Networks about the vicinity. The product used by WiFi Technology are Wireless access
points which make possible andfast access to your priorities , Wireless adapters makes it
more sufficient for wok, Wireless routers make traffic clean and quick, Wireless network
bridges which enable links, allow PC card, Express Card, USB, Card bus, miniPCI and PCI,
Handhelds and PDAs and expand range of wireless repeater.
WiFi Technology is the trademark of WiFi Technology Alliance which is speedily
achieved the recognition in the world by means of the access point. These devices tested by
the “WiFi Technology alliance” are used around the world. WiFi Technology use 2.4 GHz
radio spectrum for data transfer WiFi Technology reinstate customary wired networks among
two or several computers, it facilitated file transferring wires, hubs, networking cards, and
other imperative networking connected hardware. WLAN cards and wireless routers make
possible broadcasting. WiFi Technology catch wireless networking signals in specified area
yet if they are from dissimilar company. The simple design of WiFi Technology makes it
easier and user friendly. WiFi Technology is improved simply since no electric wiring is
necessary building it a cheaper and quicker network to squash.
Protection can be an apprehension with wireless technologies to monitor unguarded data
traffic. WiFi Technology upholds exact security matter. In the data and physical link layers
WEP or Wired corresponding Privacy is employed. It was intended to offer the wireless
security by defensive the data when a user transmits it from one PC to another.
BLOCK DIAGRAM:

RF
Amplifire
(Q1)

Mixer
(Q4)

Local oscillator
Video signal input

Q3 -237MHz

Fig.1

Audio signal
input

Frequency Doubler
474MHz (Q2)
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Video audio sender generally consists of a modulator which modulates the video and
audio at a certain frequency and then mixing this signal to be included on the carrier
frequency and transmits via a small antenna. This frequency band could be on VHF or UHF
channels, so you can find it on the TV channel. As a source of video and audio can be used a
VCD / DVD player, CCD Camera and others.

Features:

Send sharp vivid video, hi-fi stereo sound and remote control signal around the house
without wired cable connection.



Sturdy enclosure with built-in high gain antenna for superior wireless signal
transmission and reception.



Powerful RF transmitter built in so wireless signals can penetrate effectively through
walls and floors.



Support all analog A/V devices such as satellite receiver, TiVo, DVD player, video
camera or stereosystem.



Each transmitter unit can work simultaneously with unlimited number of receiver
units.



Easily expand the scale of wireless broadcasting by adding more receivers to the
setup.



4 selectable channel frequency for wireless transmission.



Users can control the channel frequency used for wireless transmission solely from
the receiver end.



Featured with unique ID code design for all units when multiple wireless sets need to
work together. Each receiver will sync up with the corresponding transmitter unit
with the same ID code setting.



Transmission range up to 300 feet with clear line of sight, 50-100 feet (through
walls) for audio and video signals.



Remote control signal extension up to 100 feet max with clear line of sight.



Remote control extension feature converts IR remote signal to powerful RF radio
signal for longer range transmission so users can easily control A/V devices from
another room or upper floor.



Universal compatibility with all remote controllers in the market due to the wide
range of IR data rate up to 60 KHz, not like other cheaper remote extenders with
limited support up to 30 KHz only.
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Supports NSTC and PAL inputs/outputs.



Served as wireless surveillance system or nursing monitor when used with camcorder
or other video surveillance cameras.



Easy setup in minutes with low power consumption.

Procedure:
1. Connect Audio and Video output of DVD player into Audio and Video input sockets of
Wifi TV transmitter trainer.
2. Keep Wifi TV Receiver trainer near 20 feet distance from Wifi TV transmitter trainer.
3. Connect Audio and Video output of Wifi TV receiver to Audio and Video input sockets of
Colour TV
4. Keep colour TV in A/V mode.
5. Now play any DVD movie in DVD player.
6. Observe movie in colour TV.
7. If there is any distortion, change channels in Wifi transmitter and receiver by DIP switches.

Observation:Test Points:T1 = Audio Signal from Right channel.
T2 = Audio Signal from Left channel.
T3 = Video Signal.
T4 = +5Volt DC Supply.
T5 = RF Signal from Antenna.

Switch Faults:F1 = No Sound.
F2 = No Supply (+5V).
F3 = No Video.

Conclusion:
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Aim: Simulation of Video compression techniques.
Apparatus: Computer, Video compression Software.
Theory:
Video is basically a three-dimensional array of color pixels. Two dimensions serve as spatial
(horizontal and vertical) directions of the moving pictures, and one dimension represents the
time domain. A frame is a set of all pixels that correspond to a single point in time. Basically,
a frame is the same as a still picture. Video data contains spatial and temporal redundancy.
Similarities can thus be encoded by merely registering differences within a frame (spatial)
and/or between frames (temporal). Spatial encoding is performed by taking advantage of the
fact that the human eye is unable to distinguish small differences in colour as easily as it can
changes in brightness and so very similar areas of colour can be "averaged out" in a similar
way to jpeg images (JPEG image compression FAQ, part 1/2). With temporal compression
only the changes from one frame to the next are encoded as often a large number of the pixels
will be the same on a series of frames (About video compression).


Lossless compression :

Some forms of data compression are lossless. This means that when the data is
decompressed, the result is a bit for-bit perfect match with the original. While lossless
compression of video is possible, it is rarely used. This is because any lossless compression
system will sometimes result in a file (or portions of) that is as large and/or has the same data
rate as the uncompressed original. As a result, all hardware in a lossless system would have to
be able to run fast enough to handle uncompressed video as well. This eliminates much of the
benefit of compressing the data in the first place. For example, digital videotape can't vary its
data rate easily so dealing with short bursts of maximum-data-rate video would be more
complicated than something that was fixed at the maximum rate all the time.
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Interframe vs. interframe compression :

One of the most powerful techniques for compressing video is interframe compression. This
works by comparing each frame in the video with the previous one. If the frame contains
areas where nothing has moved, the system simply issues a short command that copies that
part of the previous frame, bit-for-bit, into the next one. If objects move in a simple manner,
the compressor emits a (slightly longer) command that tells the decompress or to shift, rotate,
lighten, or darken the copy -- a longer command, but still much shorter than intraframe
compression. Interframe compression is best for finished programs that will simply be played
back by the viewer. Interframe compression can cause problems if it is used for editing. Since
Interframe compression copies data from one frame to another, if the original frame is simply
cut out (or lost in transmission), the following frames cannot be reconstructed. Some video
formats, such as DV, compress each frame independently, as if they were all unrelated still
images (using image compression techniques). This is called intraframe compression. Editing
intraframe-compressed video is almost as easy as editing uncompressed video -- one finds the
beginning and ending of each frame, and simply copies bit-for-bit each frame that one wants
to keep, and discards the frames one doesn't want. Another difference between intraframe and
interframe compression is that with intraframe systems, each frame uses a similar amount of
data. In interframe systems, certain frames called "I frames" aren't allowed to copy data from
other frames, and so require much more data than other frames nearby. (The "I" stands for
independent.) It is possible to build a computer-based video editor that spots problems caused
when I frame are edited out while other frames need them. This has allowed newer formats
like HDV to be used for editing. However, this process demands a lot more computing power
than editing intraframe compressed video with the same picture quality.


MPEG (MOVING PICTURES EXPERTS GROUP) :

It is a set of standards established for the compression of digital video and audio data.It is the
universal standard for digital terrestrial, cable and satellite TV, DVDs and digital video
recorder. MPEG uses lossy compression within each frame similar to JPEG, which means
pixels from the original images are permanently discarded. It also uses interframe coding,
which further compresses the data by encoding only the differences between periodic
frames.MPEG performs the actual compression using the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
method.MPEG is an asymmetrical system. It takes longer to compress the video than it does
to decompress it in the DVD player, PC, set-top box or digital TV set. As a result, in the early
days, compression was performed only in the studio. As chips advanced and became less
costly, they enabled digital video recorders, such as TiVo’s, to convert Analog TV to MPEG
and record it on disk in real-time.
MPEG-1 (Video CDs):
Although MPEG-1 supports higher resolutions, it is typically coded at 352x240 x 30fps
(NTSC) or 352x288 x 25fps (PAL/SECAM). Full 704x480 and 704x576 frames (BT.601)
were scaled down for encoding and scaled up for playback. MPEG-1 uses the YCbCr colour
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space with 4:2:0 sampling, but did not provide a standard way of handling interlaced video.
Data rates were limited to 1.8 Mbps, but often exceeded.
MPEG-2 (DVD, Digital TV) :
MPEG-2 provides broadcast quality video with resolutions up to 1920x1080. It supports a
variety of audio/video formats, including legacy TV, HDTV and five channel surround
sound. MPEG-2 uses the YCbCr colour space with 4:2:0, 4:2:2 and 4:4:4 sampling and
supports interlaced video. Data rates are from 1.5 to 60 Mbps.
MPEG-4 (All Inclusive and Interactive):
MPEG-4 is an extremely comprehensive system for multimedia representation and
distribution. Based on a variation of Apple's QuickTime file format, MPEG-4 offers a variety
of compression options, including low bandwidth formats for transmitting to wireless devices
as well as high-bandwidth for studio processing.MPEG-4 also incorporates AAC, which is a
high-quality audio encoder. MPEG-4 AAC is widely used as an audio-only format.
MPEG-7 (Meta-Data) :
MPEG-7 is about describing multimedia objects and has nothing to do with compression. It
provides a library of core description tools and an XML-based Description Definition
Language (DDL) for extending the library with additional multimedia objects. Color, texture,
shape and motion are examples of characteristics defined by MPEG-7.
MPEG-21 (Digital Rights Infrastructure):
MPEG-21 provides a comprehensive framework for storing, searching, accessing and
protecting the copyrights of multimedia assets. It was designed to provide a standard for
digital rights management as well as interoperability. MPEG-21 uses the "Digital Item" as a
descriptor for all multimedia objects. Like MPEG-7, it does not deal with compression
methods.
The Missing Numbers:
MPEG-3:
It was abandoned after initial development because MPEG-2 was considered
sufficient. Because MPEG-7 does not deal with compression, it was felt a higher number was
needed to distance it from MPEG-4. MPEG-21 was coined for the 21st century.
MPEG vs. Motion JPEG:
Before MPEG, a variety of non-standard Motion JPEG (M-JPEG) methods were used
to create consecutive JPEG frames. Motion JPEG did not use interframe coding between
frames and was easy to edit, but not as highly compressed as MPEG. For compatibility, video
editors may support one of the Motion JPEG methods. MPEG can also be encoded without
interframe compression for faster editing.
MPEG-2:
MPEG-2 is a standard for "the generic coding of moving pictures and associated
audio information." It is widely used around the world to specify the format of the digital
television signals that are broadcast by terrestrial (over-the-air), cable, and direct broadcast
satellite TV systems. It also specifies the format of movies and other programs that are
distributed on DVD and similar disks. The standard allows text and other data, e.g., a
program guide for TV viewers, to be added to the video and audio data streams. TV stations,
TV receivers, DVD players, and other equipment are all designed to this standard. MPEG-2
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was the second of several standards developed by the Motion Pictures Expert Group (MPEG)
and is an international standard (ISO/IEC 13818). While MPEG-2 is the core of most digital
television and DVD formats, it does not completely specify them. Regional institutions adapt
it to their needs by restricting and augmenting aspects of the standard.MPEG-2 includes a
Systems part (part 1) that defines two distinct (but related) container formats. One is
Transport Stream, which is designed to carry digital video and audio over somewhatunreliable media.
MPEG-2 Transport Stream is commonly used in broadcast applications, such as
ATSC and DVB. MPEG-2 Systems also defines Program Stream, a container format that is
designed for reasonably reliable media such as disks. MPEG-2 Program Stream is used in the
DVD and SVCD standards.
The Video part (part 2) of MPEG-2 is similar to MPEG-1, but also provides support
for interlaced video (the format used by analog broadcast TV systems). MPEG-2 video is not
optimized for low bit-rates (less than 1 Mbit/s), but outperforms MPEG-1 at 3 Mbit/s and
above. All standards-conforming MPEG-2 Video decoders are fully capable of playing back
MPEG-1 Video streams. With some enhancements, MPEG-2 Video and Systems are also
used in most HDTV transmission systems.
The MPEG-2 Audio part (defined in Part 3 of the standard) enhances MPEG-1's audio
by allowing the coding of audio programs with more than two channels. Part 3 of the
standard allows this to be done in a backwards compatible way, allowing MPEG-1 audio
decoders to decode the two main stereo components of the presentation.
Part 7 of the MPEG-2 standard specifies a rather different, non-backwards-compatible
audio format. Part 7 is referred to as MPEG-2 AAC. While AAC is more efficient than the
previous MPEG audio standards, it is much more complex to implement, and somewhat more
powerful hardware is needed for encoding and decoding.


Video coding (simplified) :

An HDTV camera generates a raw video stream of more than one billion bits per
second. This stream must be compressed if digital TV is to fit in the bandwidth of available
TV channels and if movies are to fit on DVDs. Fortunately, video compression is practical
because the data in pictures is often redundant in space and time. For example, the sky can be
blue across the top of a picture and that blue sky can persist for frame after frame. Also,
because of the way the eye works, it is possible to delete some data from video pictures with
almost no noticeable degradation in image quality.
TV cameras used in broadcasting usually generate 50 pictures a second (in Europe
and elsewhere) or 59.94 pictures a second (in North America and elsewhere). Digital
television requires that these pictures be digitized so that they can process by computer
hardware. Each picture element (a pixel) is then represented by one luminance number and
two chrominance numbers. These describe the brightness and the colour of the pixel. Thus,
each digitized picture is initially represented by three rectangular arrays of numbers.
A common (and old) trick to reduce the amount of data that must be processed per
second is to separate the picture into two fields: the "top field," which is the odd numbered
rows, and the "bottom field," which is the even numbered rows. The two fields are displayed
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alternately. This is called interlaced video. Two successive fields are called a frame. The
typical frame rate is then 25 or 29.97 frames a second. If the video is not interlaced, then it is
called progressive video and each picture is a frame. MPEG-2 supports both options.
Another trick to reduce the data rate is to thin out the two chrominance matrices. In
effect, the remaining chrominance values represent the nearby values that are deleted.
Thinning works because the eye is more responsive to brightness than to colour. The 4:2:2
chrominance formats indicates that half the chrominance values have been deleted. The 4:2:0
chrominance format indicates that three quarters of the chrominance values have been
deleted. If no chrominance values have been deleted, the chrominance format is 4:4:4.
MPEG-2 allows all three options.
MPEG-2 specifies that the raw frames be compressed into three kinds of frames: I
(intra-coded)-frames, P (reductive-coded)-frames, and (Bidirectional predictive-coded)frames.
An I-frame is a compressed version of a single uncompressed (raw) frame. It takes
advantage of spatial Redundancy and of the inability of the eye to detect certain changes in
the image. Unlike P-frames and B-frames, I-frames do not depend on data in the preceding or
the following frames. Briefly, the raw frame is divided into 8 pixel by 8 pixel blocks. The
data in each block is transformed by a "discrete cosine transform." The result is a 8 by 8
matrix of coefficients. This transform does not change the information in the block; the
original block can be recreated exactly by applying the inverse cosine transform. The math is
a little esoteric but, roughly, the transform converts spatial variations into frequency
variations. The advantage of doing this is that the image can now be simplified by quantizing
the coefficients. Many of the coefficients, usually the higher frequency components, will then
be zero. The penalty of this step is the loss of some subtle distinctions in brightness and
colour. If one applies the inverse transform to the matrix after it is quantized, one gets an
image that looks very similar to the original image but that is not quite as nuanced. Next, the
quantized coefficient matrix is itself compressed. Typically, one corner of the quantized
matrix is filled with zeros. By starting in the opposite corner of the matrix, then zigzagging
through the matrix to combine the coefficients into a string, then substituting run length codes
for consecutive zeros in that string, and then applying Huffman coding to that result, one
reduces the matrix to a smaller array of numbers. It is this array that is broadcast or that is put
on DVDs. In the receiver or the player, the whole process is reversed, enabling the receiver to
reconstruct, to a close approximation, the original frame.
Typically, every 15th frame or so is made into an I-frame. P-frames and B-frames
might follow an I-frame like this, IBBPBBPBBPBB (I), to form a Group of Pictures (GOP);
however, the standard is flexible about this. P-frames provide more compression than Iframes because they take advantage of the data in the previous I-frame or P-frame. I-frames
and P-frames are called reference frames. To generate a P-frame, the previous reference
frame is reconstructed, just as it would be in a TV receiver or DVD player. The frame being
compressed is divided into 16 pixel by 16 pixel "macro blocks." Then, for each of those
macro blocks, the reconstructed reference frame is searched to find that 16 by 16 macro
blocks that best matches the macro block being compressed. The offset is encoded as a
"motion vector." Frequently, the offset is zero. But, if something in the picture is moving, the
offset might be something like 23 pixels to the right and 4 pixels up. The match between the
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two macro blocks will often not be perfect. To correct for this, the encoder computes the
strings of coefficient values as described above for both macro blocks and, then, subtracts one
from the other. This "residual" is appended to the motion vector and the result sent to the
receiver or stored on the DVD for each macro block being compressed. Sometimes no
suitable match is found. Then, the macro block is treated like an I-frame macro block.
The processing of B-frames is similar to that of P-frames except that B-frames use the
picture in the following reference frame as well as the picture in the preceding reference
frame. As a result, B-frames usually provide more compression than P-frames. B-frames are
never reference frames.
While the above paragraphs generally describe MPEG-2 video compression, there are
many details that are not discussed including details involving fields, chrominance formats,
responses to scene changes, special codes that label the parts of the bit stream, and so on.
MPEG-2 compression is complicated. TV cameras capture pictures at a regular rate. TV
receivers display pictures at a regular rate. In between, all kinds of things are happening. But
it works.


Compression Techniques used in Telecommunications and Broadcasting:
Standard
ETSI 140
ETSI 34
ETSI 17
ETSI 8
DigiBeta
Digital S
MPEG 1
MPEG 2
Beta SX
EBU
News
MPEG 4
Motion JPEG
JPEG 2000
DVC Pro 25/50/100
DVCam
DV
Wavelets
Firewire(IEEE 1394)
CONCLUSION:

Bit Rate(Mbps)
140
34
17
8
120(Approx.)
50
1.5
1.5 - 80
18
24
8
N/A
3 – 100
N/A
25/50/100
25
25
18 – 100
100/200/400

Delay
0
Negligible

Negligible

2-24 frames

3 frames
3 frames
3 frames
3 frames
<1ms
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Aim: - Practical visit to digital TV studio.
a) Introduction to basic theory of DTV Receiver
b) To observe voltages and waveforms of different test points.
c) To observe different Switch Faults.
Apparatus: - Model of DTV 100, Pattern generator, CRO, multimeter, TV kit.
Theory: Introduction to digital TV (DTV)

Digital TV is a television in which picture information is encoded into digital signals
on the transmitter, and decoded at the receiver. Digital television (DTV) is a
telecommunication system for broadcasting and receiving moving pictures and sound by
means of digital signals, in contrast to analog signals in analog (traditional) TV. It uses digital
modulation data, which is digitally compressed and requires decoding by a specially designed
television set or a standard receiver with a set top box.
Digital television has several advantages over traditional TV, the most significant
being use of a smaller channel bandwidth. This frees up space for more digital channels,
other non-television services such as pay-multimedia services and the generation of revenue
from the sales of frequency spectrum taken by analog TV. There are also special services
such as multicasting (more than one program on the same channel), electronic program
guides and interactivity. Digital television often has a superior image, audio quality and better
reception than analog. However, digital television picture technology is still in its early stages
and there are many advances yet to be made in eliminating picture defects not present on
analog television or motion picture cinema. This is due to present-day limitations of
bandwidth and the compression algorithms commonly used, such as MPEG2, the effects of
which are not immediately apparent unless compared side by side with the original program
source, such as a 16/35mm motion picture film print.
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Formats:
All digital TV variants can carry both standard-definition television (SDTV) and high
definition television (HDTV). All early SDTV television standards were analog in nature, and
SDTV digital television systems derive much of their structure from the need to be
compatible with analog television. In particular, the interlaced scan is a legacy of analog
television. Attempts were made during the development of digital television to prevent a
repeat of the fragmentation of the global market into different standards (that is, PAL,
SECAM, and NTSC). However, once again the world could not agree on a single standard,
and hence there are three major standards in existence: the European DVB system and the
U.S. ATSC system, plus the Japanese system ISDB. For cable, in addition to ATSC
standards, the SCTE standard is used to describe cable out-of-band metadata. Most countries
in the world have adopted DVB, but several have followed the U.S. in adopting ATSC
instead (Canada, Mexico, South Korea). Korea has adopted S-DMB for satellite mobile
broadcasting. On June 29, 2006, after long debate, Brazil officially adopted the Japanese
system (ISDB-T) mixed up with the SBTVD (short for "Sistema Brasileiro de Televisão
Digital", or Brazilian Digital Television System). China has announced yet another standard,
called DMB-T/H (GB 20600-2006), which itself consists of two other standards: ADTB-T
(similar to ATSC-T) and a variant of T-DMB.There could be other specialized highresolution digital video formats in the future for markets other than home entertainment. Ultra
High Definition Video (UHDV) is a format proposed by NHK of Japan that provides a
resolution 16 times greater than HDTV.
Bandwidth:
In current practice, HDTV uses 1280 × 720 pixels in progressive scan mode
(abbreviated 720p) or 1920 × 1080 pixels in interlace mode (1080i). SDTV has less
resolution (VGA: 640 x 480 or 4CIF: 720 × 480 pixels with NTSC, D1: 720 × 576 or XGA:
1024 × 576 pixels with PAL in 4:3 and 16:9 aspect ratios respectively), but allows the
bandwidth of a DTV channel (or "multiplex") to be subdivided into multiple sub-channels.
Each TV station uses sub channels to carry multiple broadcasts of video, audio, or any other
data, and can distribute their so-called "bit budget" as necessary, such as dropping one subchannel down to a lower bit rate in order to make another one available to show higher
quality video. Often, this is done automatically, using a statistical multiplexer (or"stat-mux").
However, image resolution is only loosely coupled with bandwidth.
In DVB-T, broadcasters can choose from several different modulation schemes,
allowing them the option to reduce the transmission bit rate and make reception easier for
more distant or mobile viewers.
Reception:
There are a number of different ways to receive digital television. One of the oldest
means of receiving DTV (and TV in general) is using an aerial (known as an antenna in some
countries). This way is known as Digital Terrestrial Television (DTT). With DTT, viewers
are limited to whatever channels the aerial picks up. Signal quality will also vary. In the age
of pay-TV becoming popular, other ways have been devised to receive digital television.
Among the most familiar to people are digital cable and digital satellite. In some countries
where transmissions of TV signals are normally achieved by microwaves, digital MMDS is
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used. Other standards, such as DMB and DVB-H, have been devised to allow handheld
devices such as mobile phones to receive TV signals. Finally, another way is IPTV that is
receiving TV via the Internet. Today, regardless of how viewers receive DTV, most will pick
up digital television via a set-top box, which decodes the digital signals into signals that
analog televisions can understand. These types of TVs are known as DTV monitors (HD
monitors in the case of HDTV). However, a slowly growing number of TV sets with
integrated receivers are already available, known as iDTVs. Access to channels can be
controlled by a removable smart card, for example via the Common Interface (DVB-CI)
standard for Europe and via Point Of Deployment (POD) for IS or named differently Cable
Card. Some signals carry encryption and specify use conditions (such as "may not be
recorded" or "may not be viewed on displays larger than 1m in diagonal measure") backed up
with the force of law under the WIPO Copyright Treaty and national legislation
implementing it, such as the U.S. Digital Millennium Copyright Act.
DIGITAL TELEVISION RECEIVERS:
First, a few things DTV is not. It's not DV (Digital video as found on a digital
camcorder), DVD (Digital Versatile Disc), digital satellite, or digital cable TV. Yes, these
technologies are all digital and involve video, but they're not the specific type of digital TV
described by the "DTV Standard". DTV is more than just digitized video; it is a digital
television signal manufactured a particular way. Now that we've cleared up that recurrent
source of confusion, let's go on to what DTV is. But first, a little history. Man, a creature ever
striving to improve things, has long diddled with the idea of making TV pictures sharper and
shaping the screen wider than its boxy 4:3 shape. In 1973 high definition television (HDTV)
was first demonstrated. The HDTV screen was 1/3 wider, giving it a pleasing, movie-like
16:9 aspect ratio.

Fig. 1
The HDTV picture was created using 1,125 horizontal scanning lines (as opposed to NTSC's
525 lines) and the HDTV picture had more detail in each line, 1920 pixels (picture elements
or dots) as opposed to today's 720 pixels. I saw one of those demonstrations and it blew my
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boxers off. The picture was utterly smooth and the extra sharpness made it delightfully
realistic. It wasn't television any more; it was a medium all together different.
One problem with HDTV: There is so much detail in the picture that it requires very
high frequencies to transmit the information. In the analog world, it would require the
equivalent of five TV channels to broadcast just one HDTV image. This is where digital
television (DTV) has come to the rescue with its mighty compression schemes that can fit six
digitally compressed TV channels where one analog channel used to be. Or, that can fit one
digital HDTV channel where one analog channel used to be.

BLOCK DIAGRAM

Fig .2
Power: DC +12 V Output of adaptor is applied to the LCD-TV through socket P020.
PC Signal: The analog R.G.B. video signal are supplied through the PJ03 (D-sub connector)
and this three input signals are approximately 0.7 Vpp in amplitude.
TV signal: The IEC plug on tuner UT01 receives TV picture and sound signal from aerial.
Tuner UT01 provides the composite video at QT01.
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AV signal: Video/s-video/component(Y Cb Cr): Video decoder I018 is able to decode the
colour of PAL, SECAM and NTSC signals into ITU 601 compatible colour component
values.
Component(Y Pb Pr): Component signals Y Pb Pr are applied to I006 through green /blue/red
connectorsP011/P012/P014.I006,AD convertor converts Y Pb Pr signals to its 24 bits digital
format and is connected to port B of Scalar I019
Panel interface The signals of panel interface are all applied from Scalar I019 to LCD panel
through connector P018`P019 and wire PA18.the signals SHFCLK` PDE` PVYSNC`
PHSYNC from I019are applied to LCD panel via connectorP018.
MCU I013 provides necessary non-volatile storage of operating variables and parameters. It
is controlled b7y I012 via MSDA and MSCL signal, which are pull up to +5v voltage by
R092 and R093.
Tuner Board Circuit UT01 is multi standard TV tuner for CCIR B/G,D/K ,I , L/L system
and the front end has a built in digitally (I2 C)PLL tuning system.
LED and IR Board circuit Key: keyboard is connected to main board through socket P021
and wire PA21 and control the I012.
IR: the IR01 is a receiver for infrared remote control system .The demodulated output signal
can directly be decoded by MCU.
LED: the dual LED D001 on LED & IR board is connected by MCU.
Inverter board circuit board It is fed with +12v through P017on main board and offers
10.5mA to each lamp of backlight in LCD panel.
OBSERVATIONS:
1. Voltages and waveforms of different test points.
Sr.no
1

Test point
T1:

2

T2:

function
Audio Signal from Left channel

Audio Signal from Right channel
3

T3:
IR (from remote sensor) (3.24V DC)

4
T4:
5

+12Volt DC
Key Signal (Vol-, Vol+, CH-, CH+)

T5
6

T6

GND
.
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Observe different Fault Switches
Sr.no Fault switch
1
F1

Function
Left Speaker not
Working

2

F2

Right Speaker not
Working

3

F3

4

F4

Remote Not
Working
+12V DC cut from
SMPS

5

F5

CONCLUSION:

Operating Panel Not
Working

Remark
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EXPERIMENT NO. 7
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Roll no:

Signature:

Aim: - Study of Audio system: CD/DVD/MP3 Player
d) To study basic theory of DVD Player.
e) To observe voltages and waveforms of different test points.
f) To observe different Faults.
Apparatus: - Model of DVD 100, Pattern generator, CRO, multimeter, TV kit.
Theory: The block diagram of a DVD player is shown in Fig. 1 and it consists of following stages:
(1) Mechanism having Laser diode assembly section: An optical pickup unit in the
mechanism picks the digital signal recorded on the surface of the CD. The pickup focuses a
laser beam signal to the disc surface and the reflected light is processed to read the
information stored on the disc. This is R.F. signal. This signal is then given to signal
processing section.
(2) Signal processing section: The signal-processing unit converts the RF information into
Audio/Video signal. The audio signal is stereo signal L-audio and R-audio signals. These
signals are then given to audio amplifier section. The video signal and audio signals are given
to RF converter.
(3) Audio output section: This section amplifies the stereo signal available from signal
processing section so that it can drive loud-speaker.
(4) Operating section: This section contains different operation switches (Keys) like Play,
stop, FF, Rewind etc. for different operation.
(5) Power supply section: - SMPS Regulated power supply stage provides the different DC
voltages required for various stages of DVD player.
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Fig:1

DVD: Digital videodisk or digital versatile disk (DVD) is a type of optical data storage
medium capable of holding up to 17 giga-bytes (GB) of information. First introduced during
the mid-1990s, they were developed as an improved form of compact disk (CD) technology.
DVDs can produce such high quality pictures and sounds; they are expected to eventually
replace both VCRs and CD players. It is anticipated that the market for DVD players will
reach 10 million units by the year 2000. DVDs consist of two extremely thin, round plastic
discs known as substrates, which are sealed together. Each DVD can store 4.7 gigabytes of
compressed information per side, enough to hold a two-hour movie. If the sides are doublelayered, a DVD can contain 17 gigabytes. American manufacturers first distributed DVD
players and introduced DVD-Video for movie storage in 1997. Starting that year, people
could also access computer programs stored on DVD-Read-Only Memory (DVDROM).In
1998; DVD-Random-Access Memory (DVD-RAM) enabled users to record data on DVDs.
By 2000, DVD-Audio provided an alternative to CD players and acoustically supplemented
DVD-Video. Consumers eagerly bought several million units of DVD products making them
the most quickly adopted technology in the history of electronics. DVD (sometimes called
"Digital Versatile Disc", or "Digital Video Disc") is an optical disc storage media format that
can be used for data storage, including movies with high video and sound quality. DVDs
resemble compact discs as their physical dimensions are the same (120 mm (4.72 inches) or
occasionally 80 mm (3.15 inches) in diameter) but they are encoded in a different format and
at a much higher density.
Background:
DVDs work much the same way as conventional CDs. Just like in a CD; the information is
coded as a series of tiny pits in the disk. The pits are organized on a spiral track in a structure
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similar to vinyl records. By using a laser, these pits can be interpreted as binary code. When a
smooth surface is read, the machine interprets the data point as a 0. When a pit is
encountered, the data point is read as a 1. However, the key innovation that makes DVDs
superior to CDs is the laser used to read and create the pits. DVDs use a shorter-wavelength,
red laser that can place pits more densely on the surfaces of the disks. This not only allows
for more data, it also requires that the disks be only half as thick as conventional CDs.
Consequently, two layers can be bonded together to create a double-sided disk which has the
same thickness as a CD (1.2 mm). The DVD system has three features, which make it highly
desirable including its high storage capacity, interoperability, and backward compatibility. In
the early stages of DVD introductions, a single disk will hold as much as 4.7 GB of
information. This is roughly equivalent to seven CD-ROMs. In future releases of this
technology, a disk may hold up to 17 GB. This amount of storage space will literally change
the way computer programs are developed and will allow for the inclusion of more video
clips. The data format and laser used in DVDs will be the same for the computer players as
for the television players. This will enable consumers to play the same disks in their
computers that they play on their TV. DVD players will also have the ability to play current
technology CDs. In this way, consumers will not have to buy replacement products for their
current CD collections. DVDs can be used for a variety of applications including movies,
audio systems, computers, and video games. Since the in-formation stored on these disks is
electronic, the picture quality is estimated to be three times better than conventional VHS
pictures. Additionally, the picture will not degenerate with age or use. Computer programs
will also benefit from DVDs. For example, programs, which used to take up multiple CDs?
Can now be condensed onto a single DVD. Video games will also benefit from DVD
technology. Since DVDs offer high memory and interactivity possibilities, video clips can be
included to enhance the playing experience.
Design: A DVD player is designed much like a CD player. For example, computer DVD
drives are made the same size and shape as CD-ROM drives. They also have an outer plastic
housing and come complete with plastic buttons on the front panel. Some DVD drives have a
plastic tray, which extends out from the machine to accept disks. Others have an automatic
feed system in which the disk is inserted. Inside the DVD drive, the electronics are also much
the same as a CD-ROM drive. Both have sophisticated electronics and include a disk drive
mechanism, a printed circuit board, and an optical system assembly. While DVD drive
mechanisms come in various designs, each basically consists of a spindle that holds the disk
and a motor that spins it. The circuit board contains all of the electronic components, which
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help convert the data being read into a usable format. The optical system assembly is the part
of the DVD that reads the data from the disk and transmits it to be converted into binary
code. In a DVD machine, this consists of a red laser diode, which has the ability to produce
Short-wavelength pulses. This is a low noise red laser producing light in the 600-650
nanometres (nm) range. It is much shorter than the 780 nm lasers used in conventional CDs.
The other primary component of the optical system assembly is the photodiode, which
receives the optical signal from the laser and converts it to an electronic signal. Highly
polished lenses and mirrors make up the rest of the optical system assembly. DVD disks also
look like CD-ROMs, but the data is packed together more tightly. The surface of the disk is
Coated with a reflective silver layer that is protected by a thin, hard coating of lacquer. If a
semitransparent gold layer is put on top of the reflective silver layer, the disk can be made to
store 2 layers of data on one side.
Raw Materials: A variety of raw materials are used in the construction of DVD players and
disks. Glass is used to make the laser and other diodes in the system. The primary
components on the circuit board are made from silicon. Aluminium metal is used for the
housing as well as a hard plastic. The base material of the disks is plastic. They are
additionally coated with a silver colour layer and a thin gold layer. The surface of the disk is
further coated with a hard layer of lacquer to protect it from damage.
The Manufacturing Process: The components of a DVD machine are typically
manufactured by separate companies and then assembled by the DVD manufacturer. The
production of the component parts is a highly specialized process, and only a few companies
are equipped to supply the entire industry. The main components include the optical system
assembly, internal electronic circuit board and the disk drive mechanism.
Optical system: The optical system is made up of a laser, photo detector, prism, mirrors, and
lenses. The laser and photo detector are installed on a plastic housing, and the other
components are placed in specific places. Great care is taken in the positioning of each of
these pieces because without proper alignment, the system will not perform properly.
Electrical connections are attached and the optical system is then ready to be attached to the
disk drive mechanism.
Disk drive mechanism: The optical system is attached to the motor that will drive it. This in
turn is connected to the other principle parts of the disk drive including the loading tray (if
present) and the spindle motor. Other gears and belts are attached and the entire assembly is
placed in the main body.
OBSERVATIONS:
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3. voltages and waveforms of different test points.
Sr.no
1

Test point
T1:
Audio Output
Waveform

2

T2:
Video Output
Waveform

3

T3:

Waveform/voltage

3V DC from sensor

4
T4:

Key signal to open

.
4.

Observe different Fault Switches
Sr.no
1

Fault switch
F1

Function

Video/Audio Cut

2

F2

Audio Cut

3

F3

No Play

4

F4

Open/Close Cut

CONCLUSION:

Remark
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AIM: Study of HDTV.
a) To study Block diagram and Working principle of High Definition Television Receiver.
(HDTV).
b). Introduction to basic theory of HDTV Receiver
c). to observe voltages and waveforms

APPRATUS: Model HDTV100, Pattern generator, CRO, multimeter, TV kit.

THEORY:

What is HDTV
Simply put, Digital TV is a revolution. High Definition Television (HDTV) may be the best part
of this revolution, but there are other exciting aspects as well. All forms of Digital TV are changing
everything we now about what TV looks and sounds like. And all the changes are for the better.
Digital TV is an entirely new form of television. Digital TV improves upon traditional TV is these major
ways:
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Better Pictures:
The first major advancement is in picture quality. Every TV screen is made up of tiny dots of
color called pixels. If you look closely at your analog TV screen, you can see them. Pixels are
important because they are the building blocks your TV uses to create a picture. All a pixel does is
light up. And a given pixel will light either red, green or blue (the three basic colors that make up a
TV picture). But when you put enough of them together when they flash on and off, you start to see
a picture.
These pixels are arranged in lines from the top to the bottom of the screen. Since the
number of lines is important to how a TV works, a standard had to be chosen. 480 lines was chosen
as the standard for analog TV. Each line of pixels is also commonly known as a line of resolution.
Seems simple enough right? Wrong. You see, the reason a pixel lights up is because a beam of
electricity hits it. This electricity comes from an electron gun at the back of the picture tube. Since
technology was a lot simpler back then, it was too hard to build an electron gun that could light up
all 480 lines of pixels fast enough to create smooth looking motion. So a compromise was made. It
was decided that instead of lighting up all 480 lines at once, a TV would only light up the odd
numbered lines first, and then go back and fill in the even numbered ones. This process is called
nterlaced scanning, and it works pretty well. The average person doesn't even notice. (Until they see
something better.) In techno-lingo, this showing of 480 lines of resolution in interlaced scan is called
480i ("i" for interlaced). All this was decided over 60 years ago, and a lot has changed since then.
Except TV. Analog TVs haven't changed much since Elvis was on The Ed Sullivan Show. Until now.
Until Digital TV
The block diagram of a High Definition Television receiver is shown is Fig.
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LCD TV
LCD TV is a digital television system that displays digital video on an LCD (Liquid Crystal
Displa and
supports digital/analog video broadcasting (cable, satellite, terrestrial), broadband connection,
personal video
recording (PVR), interactive internet, and wireless connectivity.

1.OBSERVATIONS:
SR.NO

TEST POINT

WAVEFOEM/VOLTAGE

E&TC DEPTT.
1
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T1
Audio Signal from Left channel

2

T2
Audio Signal from rightt channel

3

T3
IR (from remote sensor) (3.24V
DC)

4

T4

5

T5

+5Volt DC
+12Volt DC

2. Observe different fault switches:

Sr.no.
1

Fault switch
F1

Function

2

F2

Source, VOL+, VOL-, CH+,
CH- Keys not Working

3

F3

Left Speaker not Working

4

F4

Right
Speaker
Working

5

F5

+5V DC cut from SMPS

6

F6

+12V DC cut from SMPS

CONCLUSION:

Remark

Remote Not Working

not
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Aim: To study Block diagram and Working principle of Digital (LCD) Television Receiver.
Theory:
LCD TV: LCD TV is a digital television system that displays digital video on an LCD
(Liquid Crystal Display) and supports digital/analog video broadcasting (cable, satellite,
terrestrial), broadband connection, personal video recording (PVR), interactive internet, and
wireless connectivity.

CORE SUBSYSTEM INCLUDES:
DSP - performs MPEG encoder/decoder, video, voice/AC3/MPEG audio
Processing.
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RF Demodulation - performs COFDM/QAM/QPSK demodulation, Forward Error
Correction (FEC) and video mux.
MCU - controls system electronic, network, and user interface.
Memory - stores executing code and data/parameters.
Video Interface - selects video source to be decoded/encoded by ADC/DAC and DSP.
 Audio Interface - allows audio to be digitized by the audio codec and processed by DSP
to provide high-quality audio for MPEG/AC3 requirements.
 LCD Interface - parallel digital video is converted into serial data for transmitting to the
TFT (Thin Film Transistor) controller via the LVDS (Low- Voltage Differential Signaling)
transmitters and receivers. The LCD display is controlled by the CCFL (Cold-Cathode
Fluorescent Lamp) backlight and the TFT gate/source drivers.
 Power Conversion - converts the input power from the AC adaptor to run various
functional blocks.


Comparison:
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Controls Location:
The buttons control your TV’s basic features, including the on-screen menu.To use the more
advanced features, you must use the remote control.
1. POWER
2. SOURCE
3. MENU
4. CHANNEL(down/up)
5. VOLUME (-/+)

: Turn ON or turn OFF LCD TV.
: Set up the input source (PC, TV, SCART VIDEO/
SCART RGB, VIDEO, S-VIDEO, COMPONENT)
: Display the main menu.
: Change channels
: turn up or turn down the volume
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6. ASPECT RATIO
: set up the ratio of display (normal, panscan, zoom or
full)
 REMOTE CONTROL:

CONCLUSION:

